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Overview of the Plasma Material Test 
Station development at ORNL 

• Background 
–  ITER divertor parameters inform about goals of PMTS 
–  Ensuring access to the strongly coupled PSI regime 

• Plasma Material Test Station (PMTS) 
–  Helicon-based source augmented by RF heating 
–  ITER-relevant densities and heat fluxes appear achievable 
–  High density (D), high magnetic field (He) operation demonstrated in 

ORNL helicon 
–  Near term facility upgrades should provide research-grade plasmas 
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ITER conditions 
ab: divertor inner target 
fg: divertor outer target 
bf: first wall 
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B2-Eirene simulation for ITER, including 
impurities (A.S. Kukushkin) 

Heat flux mitigation requirements require partial 
detachment operation: low Te (~eV), high ne (~1021 m-3) 

ITER: unprecedented flux and fluence 
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Power fluxes on target in ITER 

  Peak plasma heat flux is < 4 MW/m2  
  Parallel heat flux of ~ 30 - 90 MW/m2 
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New advanced plasma generator PMTS 

Concept: 
•  New RF source system (Helicon wave plasma production, Electron Heating and Ion Heating) for independent 

control of Te and Ti for entire divertor plasma parameter range 

•  High densities at target, require high plasma production in source 

•  R&D USER defined target station containers 

RF plasma source 

Superconducting 
magnets 

USER defined target 
stations 
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Hydro-carbons and dust should be confined 
in plasma column at anticipated ne, Te, B 

For plasma diameters of 5 – 10 cm 
•  CX processes will determine mean-free path at high 

density plasmas 

 Confinement of hydro-carbons is ensured at high 
densities 

•  Hall factor calculated for spherical particles with diameter 
of 20 nm with floating potential of twice Te 

•  For temperatures higher than dashed lines, dust particles 
are confined 

 High field of several T is necessary at target to confine 
dust particles with diameter of 20 nm 

λmfp
CH4<1cm 
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Fluxes to target at shallow angles 
–  Sheath effects (classical Debye vs Chodura sheath) 

–  Investigation of melt-layer dynamics needs realistic 
geometry and relevant plasma pressures and fields 

   Results from QSPA (plasma gun) 
   shows bridging of gaps, but 
   pressure is too high 

–  Erosion and Re-deposition (effect of secondary 
electrons on plasma sheath; gyro-motion of ions) 

 K. Ohya J. Nucl. Mater. 415 (2011) S10 

interest is only focused on the effects of the magnetic angle and the
SE emission on the plasma potential distribution. SE injection
causes a decrease in the potential drop. However, an oblique mag-

netic field has drastic effects in preventing SEs from flowing
through the Debye sheath into the background plasma [59]. Since
some of the SEs is reabsorbed at the wall within a gyro-circle, the
net SE yield decreases with decreasing angle between the magnetic
field and the wall. Therefore, at shallow angles, the potential drop
is almost the same as that without SE emission. Such changes show
good correspondence with analytical models of the effect of SE
emission on the sheath potential, e.g. Ref. [60], where the limited
SE emission yield decrease from the critical value of !0.8 to a value
much smaller than 1 as the magnetic angle measured from the sur-
face decreases from 90! to 5!. The energy distribution of the ions
bombarding the wall does not depend on the angle of the magnetic
field. However, the gyro-motion strongly affects the impact angle
of the ion, as shown in Fig. 4b. Given the angular distribution,
the most probable angle is larger than the angle of the magnetic
field except for a magnetic field nearly normal to the surface [61].

Recent post-mortem analysis of the plasma-facing tiles after
plasma discharges in the present tokamaks showed that the deute-
rium inventory was mainly due to carbon/hydrocarbon deposition,
and in particular to deposits in gaps between tiles. Two-
dimensional PIC simulation codes can be used to gain a realistic
understanding of such plasma–wall interactions [22]. Fig. 5 shows
the potential distributions for poloidal and toroidal gaps. Since
plasma ions are occluded in poloidal gaps, the potential distribu-
tion remains symmetric for a glancing magnetic field of 5! with
the top surface. Larger angles of a toroidal magnetic field, e.g.,
20!, create asymmetric distributions between the plasma-open
and plasma-shadowed sides of the poloidal gap, in addition to dee-
per penetration of the plasma. For the toroidal gap, plasma ions
and electrons penetrate much deeper into the gaps owing to their
trajectories along the magnetic field lines. Furthermore, there is a
strong asymmetry in the potential distribution caused by the
E " B drift of the ions as found in Fig. 5c.

The redeposition profile of carbon and hydrocarbons in poloidal
and toroidal gaps is calculated by applying the plasma density and
potential distributions to simulations of impurity transport in the
plasma which is described in the next section [62,63]. Plasma ions
generated at the top of the simulation volume move along the
magnetic field lines with gyration and bombard the top surface
of a tile. From the bombarded point on the surface, a methane
(CH4) molecule with Maxwellian energy distribution is released.
After the migration of the plasma, atoms and molecules and their
ions return to the surface and are deposited on or reflected from
it depending on the energy-dependent reflection (or sticking) coef-
ficient calculated using MD code. Frequent collision reactions of re-
leased CH4 in the plasma produce many kinds of neutral and
ionized species of hydrocarbons and carbon. Some of the ionized
species are also neutralized when reflected from the surface and
as a result, many neutral species redeposit in the gaps. Asymmetry
appears in the profiles between side surfaces for both poloidal and
toroidal gaps. Heavier redeposition at the side of the toroidal gap is
caused by asymmetry in the plasma profiles in the gap (Fig. 5c).
Since the ionized carbon and hydrocarbons move along the toroi-
dal magnetic field lines, they tend to redeposit on the plasma-open
side of the poloidal gap in the line of sight of their trajectories as
shown in Fig. 6a.

When the top surface of a rectangular tile is inclined, poloidal
gaps and also a part of the top surface are hidden from direct
access by plasma hydrogen ions. Therefore, the tile alignment is
also important for hydrocarbon redeposition in the plasma-shad-
owed side of the gap. Fig. 6 shows the redeposition profile in
poloidal gaps with a width of 1 mm at different tilted angles of
the tile surface. The magnetic field lines are inclined by 20! from
the surface of the un-tilted tile (h = 0!). With a small tile tilt
(h = 5!), the amount of redeposition on the plasma-open side (right
hand side) is strongly suppressed. Nevertheless, with increasing tilt
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Fig. 3. Chemical sputtering yield as a function of Be coverage of an a-C:H layer. Be
atoms were deposited on an a-C:H layer with an averaged H/(C + H) of !0.3 (Fig. 2)
by simultaneous bombardment with Be and H atoms, where the coverage from Be
deposition is increased with increasing fluence of both Be and H atoms.
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Fig. 4. (a) Plasma potential distribution in the presence of secondary electron
emission (SEE) from aW surface intersecting a magnetic field with different angle a
[65]. (b) Angular distributions of incident H ions at the surface. The background
plasma parameters are assumed to be Te = 30 eV, ne = 1018 m#3 and BT = 5 T. The
angle of incidence, h, is measured from the W surface.

S14 K. Ohya / Journal of Nuclear Materials 415 (2011) S10–S18

Potential distribution 
from a W surface for 
shallow and 
perpendicular angle 
between B and surface 

Angular distribution of 
incident H ions for 
shallow and 
perpendicular angle 
between B and surface 
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PMTS requirements 

Parameter	   Aimed	  value	  

ne	  source	   up	  to	  6	  x	  1019	  m-‐3	  

ne	  target	   up	  to	  1021	  m-‐3	  

Te	  source	   up	  to	  35	  eV	  

Te	  target	   down	  to	  1	  eV	  

Ti	  source	   up	  to	  20	  eV	  

Ti	  target	   down	  to	  1	  eV	  

B	  target	   1	  T	  (maybe	  3	  T)	  

Plasma	  diameter	   up	  to	  10	  cm	  

Γi	  target	   1024	  m-‐2s-‐1	  

P	  target,	  parallel	   up	  to	  40	  MW/m2	  

P	  target,	  perpendicular	   10	  MW/m2	  

With those PMTS requirements 
normalized PMI parameters should be 
within factor 2 matched to ITER 
values: 

•  D ionization mean free path / pre-
sheath thickness 

•  MFP of CH4 / sheath width 
•  MFP of W / sheath width 
•  Hall parameter of ions 
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Source development: 
•  Individual high density production with Helicon source and 

electron heating experiments 
•  PHIX 

–  Combine helicon high density plasma production and resonant 
(whistler wave and Electron Bernstein wave) electron heating 
experiments 

–  Proof of principle of PMTS source 
•  PHISX 

–  Integrated prototype plasma source test  

–  Effect of recycling at target on open system and allow a transport 
region to be added between the source and target (4 additional 
magnets) to examine creation of electron temperature and density 
gradients between source and target 

Path to PMTS supported by strategic 
ORNL funding 

PHIX 
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Power is raised in steps to required value  

PhIX	  (2s)	   PHISX	  (2s)	   PMTS	   PMTS-‐U	  

Helicon	   100	   100	   100	   100-‐200	  

Whistler/EBW	   20	  
(18	  and	  15.3	  GHz)	  

200	  	  	  
(28	  GHz)	  

200	  	  
(28	  GHz)	  

200	  	  
(28	  GHz)	  

ICH	   30	  -‐	  200	  (2s)	  	   30	  –	  200	  	   400	  

TOTAL	   120	   330	  –	  500	   330-‐500	   700-‐800	  

(a) 

18 GHz whistler launcher 

6 GHz EBW launcher 

6 GHz resonance 
zone (orange) 

18 GHz resonance 
zone (purple) 

Magnets 

11.5 12.5 8.5 

Helicon antenna 
13.56 MHz 

Heating power in kW 
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Results: Helicon has delivered high 
density deuterium plasma (> 4 x 1019 m-3) 

•  Suggests that higher density is achievable at higher power 
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Results: Helicon achieved high density He 
plasmas with high magnetic field (~0.5 T) 

Power 

ne (inside helicon) 
( radius = 2 cm) 
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( radius  = 2 cm) 
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r = 3.8cm 

r = 0 

r = 3.8cm 

r = 0 

r = 3.8cm r = 0 
r = 3.8cm 

r = 0 

Te (eV) Ti (eV) 

Parallel ion flux (1024/m2/s) 

Parallel heat flux (MW/m2) 

z (m) source target z (m) source target 

B2-Eirene results: L = 5m, source plasma rp = 5.65 
cm, P = 200kW, peak heat flux = 18MW/m2,  
ion flux = 1023/m2/s, χ⊥ = 3 m2/s, D⊥ = 1 m2/s 

ne (1020/m3) 

r = 3.8cm 

r = 0 

z (m) 

Cell number (iz) along z 
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PhIX  (Physics Integration eXperiment) 
•  Investigation of production (rf-helicon) and 

heating of an overdense plasma by whistler 
and electron Bernstein waves (EBW), 
including: 

–  ionization cost, gas utilization efficiency 
–  electron heating efficiency 
–  interactions between plasma production and 

heating regions  
–  effects of target boundary on source (e.g., 

recycling, impurities, potential modification) 
target 

helicon antenna 
(plasma production region) 

whistler launcher 
(electron heating region) 

ballast tank 

rf antenna test chamber 
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Existing Steady State Magnets 

Helicon 
Experiment 

Electron Heating 
Experiment 

ASIPP In-kind 
Contributions 

Existing Vacuum 
Tank 

Schedule 

•  Design of parts completed 

•  FY 2012 
– Fabrication pf parts by ASIPP and 

delivery to ORNL 

•  FY 2013 plans 
– September: Assembly of PHISX  
– ASIPP research participation  

ORNL-ASIPP collaboration on PHISX 
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PMI/PFC research possibilities 

by end of 2013, 2014 PhIX and PHISX might allow 

•  Pulsed operation (2 s) with P = 4-10 MW/m2; Γi ~ 1-4 x 1023 m-2s-1 

•  Investigation of targets samples up to a diameter of 6 cm 
•  Investigation of strongly coupled PSI regime at low fluence 
•  Observation of pre-cursors of surface morphology changes 
•  Investigation of shallow angle of incidence on target 
•  Investigation of……. 



BACKUP 
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Initial experiments show microwave 
power coupling to over-dense plasma 
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